Charting an uncommon course in higher education for more than 160 years, Lawrence University uniquely integrates a college of liberal arts and sciences with a conservatory of music, both devoted exclusively to undergraduate education. It ranks among the United States’ best small, private colleges, and was selected for inclusion in the book Colleges That Change Lives: 40 Schools That Will Change the Way You Think About College. The development of multiple interests and community engagement are central to the Lawrence experience, where classes are creative and research projects tailored to students’ educational interests and life objectives are prevalent. Lawrence draws its 1,500 students from nearly every state and more than 50 countries. Its picturesque, residential campus is nestled on the banks of the Fox River in Appleton, Wisconsin.

Find your Lawrence admissions counselor at LAWRENCE.EDU/ADMISSIONS/CONNECT.
YONAH BARANY—PORTLAND, ORE.
Riverdale High School

When a classmate quit the middle school musical, “You—now—member of the tech crew—try to throw the book and die. From that point forward, music became an important part of Yonah’s life. He became a member of the Pacific Youth Choir and directed the middle school musicals, as well as tutored students in math and provided classroom computer tech support. Yonah is also interested in studying music therapy and is a competitive fencer.

ANTHONY ORTIZ—BRIDGEVIEW, ILL.
Urbana University Mathematics and Science Academy

Anthony was captain of both the varsity baseball and soccer teams, displaying his competitiveness that extends to the classroom and beyond. He is interested in culture and heritage and served as the junior class representative for Alma Latina while also serving on the Peer High Medical Cultural Education Executive Board. He volunteers annually with the Narrative Preserves Holocaust Orphanage in his Dominican Republic and Habitat for Humanity, and has also tutored others while serving as a residential student leader. Anthony spent this past year conducting research on the effectiveness of LED lighting in plant production.

SREYNODRA DHAKAL—LALITPUR, NEPAL
Umana School Nepal

Though born and raised in Thailand, Sreyendra spent the second half of his childhood in his native country of Nepal. With a strong interest in economics and entrepreneurship, he spent the past two years as the team leader of a business project, which distributed traditional medications to the rural people of Sorathok Village. Sreyendra has a diverse amalgam of interests including volunteer work in his community, music, badminton, computers and technology, environmental French language, and rock climbing.
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